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Critical 

Criteria
Level C Level B Level A

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

Kojo Awuah

Kofi Ampong

Abena Ampomaa

Kofi Ackon

Adwoa Birago

Akua Addae

Kwabena Gyan

Antwi Bosiako

Atta Raphael

Kwame Penya

Sam Joseph

Yaw Takyi

James Anane Offin

James Boateng

Esther Dzre

Kudwo Kwao

Asi Dogah

Kojo Dogah

Anthony Kudiewu

Enoch Adadzi

Abena Ajubi

Name of the farm

Sampled member farms (public)

Score

Critical Criteria 92.31% 100.00%

1. Audit summary

1.1. Summary of scores (public)

Group administrator

Level C

Level B - -

Level A - -

Audit Result Not Applicable Certification

Results

93.33% 93.33%
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100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 92.31% - -

100.00% 92.31% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

Appiah Dankwa

Isaac Baido

Adwoa Amponsah

Paul Antwi

Felicia Frimpong

Kwadwo Nkrumah

Abena Kwakyewaa

Malam Musa

Malam Salifu

Akosu Fremah

Asi Bima

Kwabena Badu

Abuyaa Asi

Kofi Ansah

Grace Mensah

Kwame Badu

Kojo Yeboah

Adwoa Brenya

Elizabeth Mensah

Osmanu Mensah

Tei Mensah

Akua Oforiwaa

Gladys Tamiah

Anthony Obeng

Latifa Osma

Kofi Amuzu

Hubert Gyasi

Kojo Manu

Cecilia Amponsah

Akwasi Ampong

Adwoa Naah

Ama Twumwaa
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100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 92.31% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

X

X

X

Akwasi Ketewah

Afua Atta

Isaac Donkor

Christopher Arthur

David Acquah

James Aidoo

Joseph Mensah

Akua Antwiwaa

Kwabena Nketiah

(*) Smallholder

SAN Lists for Pesticide Management, July 2017.

2. Audit (public)

2.1. Standards and Policies Used

The audit was conducted based on the following normative documents of the Sustainable Agriculture Network:

Certification Rules, July 2017.

Sustainable Agriculture Standard, July 2017 (version 1.2).

1.2. Conclusion of the audit team (public)

The audit team concluded that the group AgroEcom Ghana limited  Diaso Complies with Year 0 requirements - Level C with the 

current version of the normative documents of the Sustainable Agriculture Network. The certification decision is responsibility of 

the contracted certification body.
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Cocoa 14030.94

Infrastructure                                                                              -   

Other use*                                                                              -   

Other use*                                                                              -   

(*) Change the type of land use if necessary

Other structures*                                                                              -   

sub total                                                                   1,384.99 

Total Scope                                                                 19,600.73 

sub total                                                                 14,030.94 

Other Areas

Land use for cultivation of other crops                                                                   1,384.99 

Other use*                                                                              -   

sub total                                                                   4,184.80 

Certified Crops

Other Conservation Areas                                                                              -   

This audit covered the evaluation of the social and environmental performance of the group administrator’s Internal 

Management System and the social and environmental performance of the farms of the group with respect to the applicable 

criteria of the SAN’s standards and policy documents. The areas and crops covered by the scope of the certification are shown 

below (please verify and confirm if the information in the application form under farm area is the same, if different indicate 

them):

Scope of property and land use (ha)

Environmental

Conservation Area                                                                   4,184.80 

2.2. Scope (public)
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#

120397

120389

121698

120387

121690

120358

121633

121626

121605

121615

120036

120008

AGL/CR2/

07/023
AGL/CR2/

07/038
AGL/CR2/

07/008
AGL/CR2/

07/037
AGL/CR2/

07/006
AGL/CR2/

07/019
AGL/CR2/

40/001
AGL/CR2/

40/034
AGL/CR2/

40/029
AGL/CR2/

40/030

123019 Hubert Gyasi 3.00 0.88

Kojo Awuah 8.00 8.00

Kofi Ampong 14.80 14.80

Kofi Amuzu 3.00 3.00

Anthony Kudiewu 0.80 0.80

Enoch Adadzi 2.80 2.80

Abena Ajubi 5.00 5.00

Kudwo Kwao 0.80 0.80

Asi Dogah 0.40 0.40

Kojo Dogah 0.80 0.80

James Anane Offin 40.80 20.00

James Boateng 12.80 9.20

Esther Dzre 1.60 1.60

Kwame Penya 6.00 3.60

Sam Joseph 8.40 6.40

Yaw Takyi 19.80 17.20

Abena Ampomaa 2.40 1.60

Kofi Ackon 6.80 6.00

Adwoa Birago 11.60 6.00

Akua Addae 2.00 2.00

Kwabena Gyan 16.40 9.60

Antwi Bosiako 8.00 4.00

Atta Raphael 12.40 10.40

2.5. Sample (public)

2.5.1. Criteria for sampling selection

Name of the farm Farm area (ha) Production area (ha)

2.5.2. List of farms in the sample (public)

2.4. Public Summary

The general description of the group, audit (scope and audit team) as well as the non-compliances identified during this audit 

will be available to the public on the electronic portal of the contracted certification body.

The square root of the total number of farms to be certified was done. The sample included one-third of the sampled done 

during the previous audit. Eleven of the communities were randomly selected. The selection of farms was based on the 

proximity to conservation areas (to check ecosystem conservation), geographical locations (to check efficiency of disseminating 

group member trainings), size of farms and other risks identified after group interviews.

2.3. Confidentiality Agreement (public)

The audit team that prepared this document is committed to confidentiality with the group audited, the management and use of 

information of the properties acquired during the course of the audit. The certification body contracted keeps copies of the 

confidentiality declarations signed by the auditor team and staff.
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123022

123030

123028

123037

123014

AGL/CR2/

41/009
AGL/CR2/

41/001
AGL/CR2/

41/003
AGL/CR2/

41/018
AGL/CR2/

41/023
AGL/CR2/

41/002

120417

120422

120442

120424

120431

120437

AGL/CR2/

53/021
AGL/CR2/

53/041
AGL/CR2/

53/005
AGL/CR2/

53/038

124009

124017

124015

124010

124023

124016

120718

120731

120725

120713

120690

120684

AGL/CR2/

55/001
AGL/CR2/

55/008
AGL/CR2/

55/005
AGL/CR2/

55/022
AGL/CR2/

55/010
AGL/CR2/

55/004
Joseph Mensah 1.60 1.60

Christopher Arthur 2.80 2.80

David Acquah 1.60 1.60

James Aidoo 4.00 4.00

Akwasi Ketewah 6.80 3.20

Afua Atta 0.40 0.40

Isaac Donkor 0.40 0.40

Abena Kwakyewaa 5.60 4.00

Akua Antwiwaa 6.00 3.20

Kwabena Nketiah 12.80 10.44

Paul Antwi 5.00 2.40

Felicia Frimpong 7.60 4.80

Kwadwo Nkrumah 5.20 3.60

Appiah Dankwa 5.00 4.32

Isaac Baido 4.80 4.80

Adwoa Amponsah 8.00 1.60

Kofi Ansah 1.20 1.20

Grace Mensah 5.00 1.60

Kwame Badu 2.40 2.40

Asi Bima 2.00 2.00

Kwabena Badu 2.40 2.40

Abuyaa Asi 1.20 1.20

Malam Musa 9.20 7.60

Malam Salifu 1.60 1.60

Akosu Fremah 15.60 6.40

Gladys Tamiah 6.40 3.60

Anthony Obeng 16.00 8.00

Latifa Osma 6.00 4.80

Osmanu Mensah 2.10 2.10

Tei Mensah 4.00 4.00

Akua Oforiwaa 1.50 1.50

Kojo Yeboah 3.40 3.40

Adwoa Brenya 1.70 1.70

Elizabeth Mensah 1.70 1.70

Akwasi Ampong 4.00 3.20

Adwoa Naah 2.00 1.00

Ama Twumwaa 6.00 1.20

Kojo Manu 1.24 1.24

Cecilia Amponsah 4.00 3.60
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Criterion
Previous 

Audit

Current 

Audit

1.1 COMPLIES COMPLIES

1.2 
DOES NOT 

COMPLY
COMPLIES

1.3 COMPLIES COMPLIES

1.5 COMPLIES COMPLIES

1.6 COMPLIES COMPLIES

1.8 
DOES NOT 

COMPLY

DOES NOT 

COMPLY

1.13 
DOES NOT 

COMPLY
COMPLIES

There is a farmer registration details for which contains the farm map, production area, 

total farm area, age of trees, variety cultivated, number of plots and agrochemicals 

applied on the farms 

NC:Although the total purchased volume of beans from farmers recorded with the 

Purchasing clerk is the same as the volume supplied to the depot, some registered 

farmers who have not supplied or supplied less volumes of beans have in the farmer 

register been indicated that they have supplied or supplied more volumes. For example 

in Kushea B, farmer AGL/CR2/40/043 did not supply but in the farmer register, it is 

indicated he has supplied 62.5kg, AGL/CR2/40/049 said he supplied 30kg but in farmer 

register 61kg has been indicated, AGL/CR2/40/002 said she supplied 62.5kg but in the 

farmer register, 93.5kg hand been indicated and AGL/CR2/40/012 said she supplied 

62.5kg but in the farmer register 71kg has been indicated whilst those who have supplied 

more have been recorded as less. Additionally at Adeade community there some farmer 

who had supplied beans but was not recorded in the PC personal record. CORRECTIVE 

MEASURES: Training has been carried out for all the purchasing clerks on record 

keeping on 9/10/2019. There was evaluation carried out after the training to test the 

understanding of the farmers. The purchase records at Kushea B and Adeade societies 

have been updated to show the actual amount of certified cocoa beans supplied by the 

farmers. Also, waybills of the conventional cocoa beans purchased by the purchasing 

clerk at Adeade society has also been submitted. This corrective measures were 

submitted on 15/12/2019

Sales at the society level are recorded in the farmer passbook. Record is also keep in 

the farmer personnel account book. At the shed level, there are different books used for 

both certified member and conventional farmers. Different waybills are issued for the 

evacuation made to ECOM depot and evacautions semt to the depots of other Licensed 

buying companies. 

There is an assessment process in place to ensure all the subcontractors used(Private 

transporters) meet the requirements of the applicable control points 

resources like motobicycle, laptops and allowances are given to IMS staff. IMS staff and 

other field staff have been trained. frequent monitoring by field supervisors of field 

activites. There is a documented revenue distribution plan which shows the amount 

allocated for the financing of the program. Also, all the applicable laws have been 

identified in the project area. Self assessment was carried out before the external audit. 

The purchasing clerk at Kwaku Adu community have not been trained. Also the 

Purchasing clerk at Atentan community was not able to explain the what he had been 

trained on for example hygiene instructions at depot, emergency procedure and 

complaint handling.

NC:There mismatch of gender in the farmer register -  females designated as males 

example farmers 120664 and 120669.  Also, there were farmers with incomplete names 

example in Adeade community, Elder Kuamah, Elder Boateng and in Asantefoukrom, 

farmers like Malam  Musah, Malam Salifu. farmer 120010 is deceased but his name is 

still in the register.CORRECTIVE MEASURES: The gruop member registry has been 

updated to ensure all the gender misclassification done are corrected, incomplete names 

updated to ensure the full name of the farmers. Also, all the names of the deceased 

farmers have been removed from the gruop member registry. To prevent this from 

reoccuring; Proper evaluation will be done on the register by the field officer to avoid all 

forms of error such as wrong gender and incomplete names in the register. To prevent 

the deceased names from reoccurring in the register, the field trainers and the 

purchasing clerks have been engaged to do head counts every quarter. Once the 

headcount is complete, the field officer will meet the head of the families to nominate a 

beneficiary whose names can be used to replace the deceased in the register and the 

program as a whole. This corrective measures were submitted on 24/01/2020

Findings (public)

3.1. Group Administrator

3. Description of Criteria
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1.14 
DOES NOT 

COMPLY
COMPLIES

1.16 
DOES NOT 

COMPLY

DOES NOT 

COMPLY

2.1 COMPLIES COMPLIES

2.4 COMPLIES COMPLIES

3.30 
DOES NOT 

COMPLY

DOES NOT 

COMPLY

4.1 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.2 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.3 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.4 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.5 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.6 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.8 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.9 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.10 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.11 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.12 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.14 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.16 COMPLIES COMPLIES

Criterion
Previous 

Audit

Current 

Audit

1.1 

1.2 

1.3 

1.4 NA

1.5 NA

1.6 NA

Government dug borehole water available in al the societies visited

There is a documented OHS plan 2019 which considers hazards at the farm, IMS, shed 

and the central depot level. These hazards have been categorised into risks level 

together with measures to mitigate them 

Assessed at farm level

Internal inspection has not been carried out for all farmers except 1 farmer in Kwaku Adu 

community and except 2 in Abora community. CORRECTIVE MEASURES: Internal 

inspection has been carried out for the farmers whose farms were not internally 

inspected.  To prevent this from reoccuring;Group members will be given two weeks prior 

notice before internal inspection is carried out.  The internal inspection period will be  

longer for inspectors to have the opportunity to make arrangements for the farm visit to 

ensure that farmers are present during the inspection period. Also, producers  will be 

sensitized on the need for internal inspection as it is a mandatory requirement for the 

certification program. This was submitted on 12/12/2019

Contracts were confirmed not signed between farmers at Abora community and the 

group administrator through farmer interview.

No HCV destroyed in the project catchment area

The IMS has stated in its manual that it forbids hunting and have trained farmers on 

wildlife conservation.

All sampled farmers in Abora community stores agrochemical on their farms as well as 

some farmers at Dominase community. They had no knowledge of how to store 

chemicals and the group had also not provided chemical stores as have been provided 

in the old communities. 

Foreced labour banned in the project area as stated in the groups manual and was not 

evident at the IMS office and depot.

Harassment, sexual abuse, physical mistreatment banned in the project area  as stated 

in the groups manual and was not evident at the IMS office and depot.

Discrimination banned in the project area as stated in the groups manual and was not 

evident at the IMS office and depot.

Workers have the right to join a worker organisation of choice without any rammification

All the employed workers are paid beyond the minimum wage of Ghana. The least paid 

worker is paid 400 cedis which above the minimum wage of Ghana.

No worst form of child labour found in the project area as stated in the groups manual 

and was not evident at the IMS office and depot.

No such system in place. There is a valid contract for all employed workers. 

There is a documented complaint procedure in place at the IMS and and workers were 

able to explain it.

Workers work 8 hours a day and have a rest day over the weekend. There are 2 

employed security personnel at both central depots. There is a 1  rest day for the 

security personnel   

Overtime is paid upon request by the IMS staff and approved by supervisor.

Names of societies are found in the register and group map.Individual farm maps have been done for each farmer. Information of each plot and farmer is documented in the registration forms and member registry. Total farm area obtained during inspection corresponds to values given in the producer register

Farmer values supplied are the same values recorded by purchasing clerck and also delivered by the group

Only certified farmers (trained, registered and internally inspected) have supplied. Farmers do not sell on behalf of other farmers.

Land conversion does not exceed SAN's  ESIA parameters

No service providers at farm level

Applicable laws such as child labour,no hunting,sexual harassment, labour land tenure have been asessed at group level

Number of farms

Description

3.2. Recurring non-conformities in audited sample of member farms

Recurrent Non-Conformities in specific criteria mean that from the total audited sample of farm members, more than 20% of the 

sample did not comply with the criterion. For more information and details about criteria evaluated to each farm member, please 

request the respective information to the Certification Body. 
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2.1 

2.2 

2.3 

2.4 

3.1 NA

3.2 

3.3 

3.4 

3.5 NA

3.6 NA

3.7 NA

4.1 

4.2 

4.3 NA

4.4 NA

4.5 

4.6 

4.7 NA

4.8 

4.9 

4.10 NA

4.11 NA

4.12 

4.13 NA

4.14 NA

4.15 

4.16 

4.17 

4.18 NA

4.19 

4.20 NA

4.35 (13) 13

Not applicable to Small Holder

Thirteen out of the sampled farmers do not know the approved periods for some of the chemicals they use and therefore did not iplement them.

Applies to group administrator

There is access to portable water for farmers , workers and workers families by the municipality

No form of housing is provided by farm management

Applies to group administrator

Functional PPEs are in place for all pesticide handlers - codapec staff

All chemical handlers are trained by CODAPEC

CODAPEC stores and handles all pesticides

Pregnant and Nursing mothers are not engaged in any form of risky activities on farms

All farm lands are family owned and if otherwise, there are documented agreements with witnesses on the usage of agricultural land for farming

No evidence of harassment and all forms of mistreatment among daily labourers and sharecroppers. Farmers are aware of the group's policy that fordids all forms of harassment and mistreatment. 

No evidence of discrimination, sharecroppers and by day workers are from different tribes

Small Holder -No worker organisation

workers are paid above the national minimum wage and on an agreed wage by the community.

No evidence of worst form of child labour found , no child found on farms, children of school going age are in school

No evidence of young worker emplyed on farms.

No form of pay reductions. Agreed wages are paid to all workers

Complaint procedure is in place and farmers and their workers have access and knows the procedure for complaints 

Applies to group administrator

No hunting in any form. Strict regulations against the hunting of animals are in place and adhered to. No evidence of hunting on the farms

No processing done in cocoa production

No sewage discharge into aquatic ecosystems

Farmers have been trained on the content of IPM. Farmers usually scout their farms to see if there have been pest infestation. If there are, they check the severity or spread of it. If not wide spread, they pick the deseased pods and dispose of the but if wide spread, chemical application is resorted. Activities such as prunning, farm sanitaion and weeding are employed tp prevent pest infestation on farms. 

Only approved pesticides are used, such as Confidor (bifenthrin), Akate Master (imidacloprid).

No aircraft usuage for application of chemicals

No GMO usuage

No human sewage usuage in production activites

No evidence of forced labour among daily labourers and sharecroppers. Farmers are aware of the group's policy that fordids forced and compulsory labour. 

No destruction of HCV found in the sampled societies and their catchment. 

No destruction of natural ecosystem. Farmers have been trained on ecosystem conservation and management. Farmers were able to tell the need for ecosystem conservation and how they conserve water bodies, wildlife, plants and their interaction.

No evidence of degradation of protected area. Farmers are able to tell how they have been trained on the need for protected areas and forest.
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Other Audit Details

Legal Name Agroecom Ghana Limited

Group Name Agroecom Ghana Limited, Diaso

City Diaso State Central

Country Ghana

Audit Physical Address Diaso town (off the Agona Port road) 

Contact Name Emmanuel Baffoe-Bonnie

Legal Contact Name Emmanuel Baffoe-Bonnie

Role Regional Manager Phone 540103088
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